
Math 107 Spring 2017 Tentative Calendar

All changes of calendar will be announced in class. Assignments are due the next Thursday at beginning of
class.

Tuesday Thursday

Feb 7th 1

NO CLASS

9th 2

First Day
Syllabus, Liar’s paradox, two door riddle

14th 3

logic basics (if then, iff), counterexample, knights
and knaves, unexpected hanging, drinker paradox

16th 4

logical fallacies, Barber’s paradox, autological and
heterological

21st 5

Russell’s paradox, Basic set theory, Gödel
incompleteness

23rd 6

two envelopes paradox, monty hall problem
paradox, Russian roulette

28th 7

three-way duel; st.petersberg paradox, law of large
numbers, Fermi’s estimate and paradox, Quiz 1

Mar 2nd 8

consecutive coin flips, non-transitive dice, birthday
paradox, basic probabilities, expectation, averages

7th 9

genrous gambler and 11 brothers; number guessing
games, discuss mid-term presentation and paper

9th 10

gerrymandering, Simpson paradox, alabama
paradox, voting

14th 11

correlation and causation, Friendship paradox and
graph theory

16th 12

Braess’ paradox; 6 degrees of separation; kevin
bacon number in movies, Quiz 2

21st 13

Midterm presentation

23rd 14

Midterm presentation

28th 15

Spring break. NO CLASS

30th 16

Spring break. NO CLASS

Apr 4th 17

prison’s dilemma, golden balls game show ,
nuclear strategy

6th 18

Visual paradoxes: OK Go (The Writing’s On the
Wall), Escher, blue black dress, two shades of grey,
perspective drawing

11th 19

Möbius strip cut and predict, 3D movie
mechanism, magic eye, sunglasses polarize, LED
screen, Moiré phenomenon

13th 20

chocolate paradox, 47=48, folding paper
(hydraulic press), rope around the earth and rope
around apple, π with 39 digits approximate the
perimeter of universe very well

https://www.math.utah.edu/~treiberg/Perspect/Perspect.htm


Tuesday Thursday
18th 21

Missing dollar riddle,Hilbert hotel, infinite library,
functions

20th 22

injectivity and surjectivity, cardinality, Tarski and
axiom of choice

25th 23

Zeno’s paradox, 1=0.999999....., 1+2+4...=-1;
geometric series, stacking cards (harmonic series),
Mary’s paint can

27th 24

Peano space filling curve, alternating harmonic
series and proof without words, Egyptian fraction,
Quiz 3

May 2nd 25

1=2, 0 vs. infitesimal, derivatives, tangent and
secant lines

4th 26

Laddar paradox, twin paradox (relativistic
thought experiments)

9th 27

Schrodinger’s cat, double slit experiment
(quantum thought experiments)

11th 28

Black hole information paradox, Maxwell’s demon
(2nd law of thermodynamics)

16th 29

Final presentation

18th 30

Final presentation
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uj3_KqkI9Zo

